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For wired alarm systems, WSA Solutions provide an array of total solutions that meet your needs. Our product range offers solutions from entry level to advanced security. We have a feature-rich, entry level security system that uses advanced technology for burglary, fire and environmental detection without the high cost of similar controls. It is a flexible security system that is both easy to install and simple to use. These systems are ideal for apartment, small residential and small commercial applications.




With our full-featured, mid-sized security system that uses advanced technology for burglary, fire and environmental detection. It is a flexible security system that is easy to install and simple to use. With two partitions and up to sixteen zones, these systems can handle most medium size residential and commercial security needs.








For commercial or residential use




We also carry full-featured commercial and residential security system that uses advanced technology for burglary, fire and environmental detection. These are flexible security system that is easy to install and simple to use. With eight partitions and up to 192 zones, they can handle your most demanding commercial and residential security needs. The panel comes standard with eight hardwire zone inputs and two relays. Four programmable outputs can be set up to activate external devices during an alarm or other system event. The modular design allows for complete integration of multiple systems within one enclosure. Adding more zones or expanding capability is fast and easy.




WSA Solutions also carry keypads security systems, all designed with functionality in mind. They blend with virtually any decor. These keypads feature easy to read information displays, emergency keys and simple to use function keys. With an array of options to choose from, our keypads will be able to suit your lifestyle.




User-friendly




WSA Solutions also carry unique feature sets that are are user friendly. The revolutionary StayD feature represents a completely reversed philosophy in security systems. A StayD system is always armed and only partly disarmed when entering or exiting a site, which is the opposite of a common security system that’s always disarmed and needs to be armed to provide protection. With its multipath communications, you can monitor your system’s status, receive notification of system events, control your system (arm/disarm, open a garage door, etc. and report system events to the monitoring station using one or more of the following communication methods: Internet and e-mail, GPRS, GSM, and SMS text messages, voice, and landline telephone.




Motion detector




WSA Solutions also offer motion detecting systems. Our detectors come with the largest adjustment capabilities in the industry, its flexibility makes it possible to physically locate the detector in more convenient or less visible locations and then aim it at the area to be protected.




The panic switch is a necessary tool in the security detail that must not be missed. We carry models can be used in residential installations when a panic switch is needed. Models with the LED and latching circuit can be used as a panic switch for medical care applications. All models provide low-profile and reliable alarm protection.




For siren box requirements, WSA Solutions own heavy duty siren box with tampers provide reliability. It is weather proof and comes with strobe lights with xenon flash tubes and has a 120 dB high intensity output.




Available brands…
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 Block 3005, Ubi Ave 3 #01-84 Singapore 408861




 67451502




 sales@wsa-solutions.com.sg








Brands and Certifications
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Pro 9 security systems encompasses everything to do with safekguarding and safekeeping. With robust technological capabilities and versatility, Pro 9 will provide all the security and peace of mind you need in a security system.
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